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Editor's Preface

Transitions: transition-em, n. of action. l. A passing or passage from
one condition, action or (rarely) place, to another. 2. Passage in
thought, speech, or writing, from one subject to another. 3. a. The
passing from one note to another b. The passing from one key to
another, modulation. 4. The passage from an earlier to a later stage of
development or formation ... change from an earlier style to a later; a
style of intermediate or mixed character ... the historical passage of
language from one well-defined stage to another.

The aim of Transitions is to explore passages and movements in critical thought, and in the development of literary and cultural interpretation. This series also seeks to examine the possibilities for reading,
analysis and other critical engagements which the very idea of transition makes possible. The writers in this series unfold the movements
and modulations of critical thinking over the last generation, from the
first emergences of what is now recognised as literary theory. They
examine as well how the transitional nature of theoretical and critical
thinking is still very much in operation, guaranteed by the hybridity
and heterogeneity of the field of literary studies. The authors in the
series share the common understanding that, now more than ever,
critical thought is both in a state of transition and can best be defined
by developing for the student reader an understanding of this protean
quality.
This series desires, then, to enable the reader to transform her/his
own reading and writing transactions by comprehending past developments. Each book in the series offers a guide to the poetics and
politics of interpretative paradigms, schools and bodies of thought,
while transforming these, if not into tools or methodologies, then into
conduits for directing and channelling thought. As well as transforming the critical past by interpreting it from the perspective of the
present day, each study enacts transitional readings of a number of
well-known literary texts, all of which are themselves conceivable as
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having been transitional texts at the moments of their first appearance. The readings offered in these books seek, through close critical
reading and theoretical engagement, to demonstrate certain possibilities in critical thinking to the student reader.
It is hoped that the student will find this series liberating because
rigid methodologies are not being put into place. As all the dictionary
definitions of the idea of transition above suggest, what is important
is the action, the passage: of thought, of analysis, of critical response.
Rather than seeking to help you locate yourself in relation to any
particular school or discipline, this series aims to put you into action,
as readers and writers, travellers between positions, where the movement between poles comes to be seen as of more importance than the
locations themselves.
Julian Wolfreys
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